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Day 1:

Saturday, 10th February

A delay for the incoming flight at Heathrow resulted in us departing an hour later than
scheduled. However, we were soon on our way and during the night we managed to catch
up on time.

Day 2:

Sunday, 11th February

Following a smooth overnight flight to Colombo, the group arrived to be welcomed by our
guide, Thushara, and ground agent Perry. With all the bags and currency collected, we
headed into the Sri Lankan warmth to load bags onto the bus for the 160 km trip to our first
destination.
Driving in Sri Lanka can be somewhat disconcerting but is undertaken with ‘mutual
understanding’, vehicles gently easing out of the way of oncoming or overtaking traffic.
During the journey Thushara provided an introduction to the country, in terms of
geography, population and economy.
Our first birds were House Crows in the villages and our first stop was for a Spotted Dove
and White-throated Kingfisher, both sitting on a wire. As we were looking at these an Ashy
Wood-Swallow appeared, also using the wire as a vantage point while a Brahminy Kite
was circling low over the fields.
Further along there was another roadside stop for Great
Egrets on the tops of trees while in the distance we
noticed that a tree was packed with Indian Flying Foxes
– hundreds of them. It is usually the case that a stop for
one thing leads to many others being spotted and this
was no exception. An Indian Roller flew up into a tree
and was just visible enough to scope. On the other side
of the road a Brown Shrike was sitting, typically in the
top of a bush.
With so much going on it was impossible to not stop and the next was for a Sri Lanka Grey
Hornbill – our first endemic species for the tour. The bird was carrying food to a nest hole
and we managed to get good scope views from the bus, at the same adding Indian Palm
Swift, Rose-ringed Parakeet and the striking Black-headed Oriole.
The journey took us through Kurunegala where we paused to look at a large statue of
Buddha high on a rock. We took a stop at a very nice little roadside café which provided a
good view across fields along with a refreshing cuppa or cold drink. It was also a great
spot for birds and in a very short time we added new species such as the exotic looking
(and sounding) Brown-headed Barbet, a male chestnut morph Asian Paradise Flycatcher
complete with extended tail plumes, a less showy Asian Brown Flycatcher and distant
views of Oriental Honey Buzzard, Blue-tailed Bee-eater and White-bellied Sea Eagle.
It was time to do the final leg of the journey and as we left Kurunegala we added Asian
Darter and Asian Openbill to the day’s sightings plus a Shikra sitting on a wire. Not long
after, we arrived comfortably at Amaya Lake Hotel in time to check in, find our rooms and
settle in before sampling the extensive buffet.
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Day 3:

Monday, 12th February

We woke to a chorus of birds including the unmistakeable Brown-headed Barbets which
were ‘getting going’, the rhythmic calls being preceded by an accelerating introduction.
However, the sky was overcast, and the rain was steadily falling as we made our way to
the meeting point by the swimming pool. A Large-billed Crow was sitting up high in a tree
opposite and the lawns were covered with Cattle Egrets.
The rain eased and we ventured towards the lake, pausing for another endemic species,
the Sri Lanka Green Pigeon. We also spent time looking at the intricate markings of a
Spotted Dove – a common but exquisitely marked bird. Shortly after, some Orangebreasted Green Pigeons were spotted sitting up high and a Crimson-fronted Barbet sat
obligingly right at the top of a tree. We walked through some more dense trees, finding a
Sri Lanka Junglefowl on the way, sporting its impressive comb, like a flame emerging from
the top of the head.
Down by the lake there were plenty of birds such as
Grey Heron and Little Cormorant but closer to us in the
trees we found a Common Tailorbird, Oriental Magpie
Robin and Purple-rumped Sunbird. A Black-naped Hare
was hiding in the shadows near the tennis court.
Continuing through the trees we spotted a pair of Whitebellied Drongos and the stunningly beautiful white morph
of Asian Paradise Flycatcher, which danced around with
its tail flexing behind it.
We headed towards the lake and scanned across where Whiskered Terns were patrolling
over the water and occasionally plunging. The edge of the lake is worth scanning and we
found both Wood and Marsh Sandpipers, Indian and Greater Thick-knees, White-breasted
Waterhen and a Purple Heron. Nearer to us on the short grass a pair of Paddyfield Pipits
was walking around.
An Alexandrine Parakeet landed in the top of a tree allowing a scope view where the
crimson shoulder-patch could be seen clearly and a striking yellow male Common Iora
was seen in the same area. We walked across to the small sitting area and scanned
again, finding a Grey-headed Fish Eagle in wing-drying pose, along with Brahminy Kites.
It was breakfast time and we enjoyed a similarly extensive buffet before meeting up again
back at the swimming pool. As we scanned the trees surrounding us a Blue-faced Malkoha
was spotted working through the foliage, occasionally showing very well. Heading back
down to the lake a Greater Coucal showed itself and a Water Monitor was also seen in the
lake. At the edge Blue-tailed Bee-eaters were hawking around.
As we made our way back through the trees, various birds were located such as the
endemic Sri Lanka Woodshrike, Jerdon’s Leafbird and a Coppersmith Barbet which was
excavating its nest hole. Barbets were calling everywhere and we had already seen three
species including the endemic Crimson-fronted Barbet.
Working our way past the play area we found Yellow-billed Babblers, sprightly, beadyeyed birds which hop around on the ground and in low trees. A Green Warbler was calling
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but didn’t show well unlike another white morph Asian Paradise Flycatcher and next to it a
Giant Tree Squirrel. Most obliging of all was a Tickell’s Blue Flycatcher which took
absolutely no notice of the group. Multiple photographs were taken by all with a camera.
Oriental White-eyes were working busily through the
trees and a Sri Lanka Grey Hornbill could be heard
calling and was finally located. Toque Macaques were
also foraging in the trees, the occasional crash in the
foliage giving their presence away. Our walk terminated
in an area where cattle were tethered and in the trees
behind there was a lot of movement with Dark-fronted
Babblers taking material to a nest.
It was time for lunch and in order to make the most of our
afternoon outing to Sigiriya we left straight after. Not far along
from the hotel the trees give way to more open scenery with
paddyfields and we stopped to have a scan around. A Crested
Serpent Eagle flew up into a tree and a White-bellied Sea Eagle
passed across in the distance.
We walked along the road, finding a flock of Scaly-breasted
Munias across the paddyfield over which Zitting Cisticolas were
appearing and bouncing around with their characteristic jerky
flight pattern. Sri Lanka Woodshrikes were also spotted as we
looked at the tree houses erected for guards to watch over the
crops and raise the alarm should an elephant appear.
Plain Prinias were landing high up on vegetation and an Ashy Prinia did the same. We
then saw a mystery bird which had features of Ashy Prinia but an orange bill which should
not be present in this species. However, later research revealed that the juvenile Ashy
Prinia does have an orange bill – a feature not shown in any of the bird guides. Further
away a pair of impressive, strikingly black-and-white Malabar Pied Hornbills flew from tree
to tree and a Woolly-necked Stork flew across the road and landed in a nearby field.
We arrived at Sigiriya, a UNESCO listed World Heritage Site.
The site includes the ruins of a palace, later used as a Buddhist
monastery, located on the flat top of a 200-meter-high column of
rock, towering over the forested slopes below. We disembarked
at a point where there was a great view over Sigiriya Rock and
watched Palm Swifts, Sri Lanka Swallows and Crested
Treeswifts sweeping around over the trees.
Walking a trail away from the traffic birds were non-stop, the first
being Indian Robins of which there were several hopping around
on the open pasture. A Black-headed Munia was also found and
it sat in some tall grass, allowing us to look at it in the scope.
Further along a Brown-capped Pygmy Woodpecker was working its way up a dead tree
and it stopped to excavate a hole. Pale-billed Flowerpeckers were flitting from tree to tree
while a pair of Jerdon’s Bushlarks was walking around in the same area as the Indian
Robins. Further along, Green Bee-eaters were hawking insects from bushes.
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One of the most impressive sightings of the afternoon was a Brown Fish Owl which was
peering, with large yellow eyes, out of its large tree hole. Through the scope we could
clearly see the detail of this large impressive owl. Scanning the trees was a fruitful strategy
as the next bird spotted was a Grey-bellied Cuckoo sitting at the top of a dead branch.
A Lesser Goldenback suddenly appeared and flew ahead
of us, landing so that we could appreciate the unusual
red colours of the upperparts and as we were following
this, a Bar-winged Flycatcher-shrike was spotted sitting in
a tree ahead of us. While all this was going on both Small
and Scarlet Minivets were working their way through the
foliage of a tall tree nearby.
We reached the lake and scanned across, finding Purple
Swamphen, Pheasant-tailed Jacana and Lesser Whistling Duck. We walked along the
road where a Loten’s Sunbird arrived in the top of a tree, showing its very long curved bill.
It was busy on the road, so we decided to head for our final destination for the afternoon –
the grounds of a nearby hotel.
As we drove slowly along the road an Indian Pitta was spotted in the shade and we
disembarked to take a closer look. Although this is a skulking bird, with effort we managed
to get everyone to see it. In the meantime, a White-rumped Sharma was spotted on the
other side of the road and it posed well enough for telescope views. Back with the Pitta, an
Orange-headed Thrush was seen and managed to out-compete the Pitta in the skulking
league. Nonetheless, with persistence we all managed to see it and entering the hotel
grounds, had a second chance before it headed off over the road.
On our way back to Amaya Lake we paused on a bridge where a couple of elephants were
being washed in the river. Further along the road we also stopped for Indian Peafowl in the
rice fields and Grey Langur monkeys before reaching the hotel.

Day 4:

Tuesday, 13th February

We met as usual at 6.30 a.m for a pre-breakfast stroll and the morning was looking nicer
than the previous day. As we scanned around by the pool a Shikar flew into a tall tree
where we were able to see it in more detail through the scope.
Our walk took us up to the small island of woodland, which is
effectively a roundabout, and we walked around finding very
little. We then continued down past the staff houses to the
denser woodland where we found a Greater Coucal hopping
around and some Alexandrine Parakeets up in a tall tree,
showing their distinctive crimson shoulder-patches.
Many of the same species as seen previously were down by the
lake including both thick-knees, Wood Sandpiper and Cattle
Egrets amongst a carpet of pink mimosa flowers. We walked
along the front to the tall trees by the lake edge and an Indian
Cuckoo was spotted. It was an obliging bird, repeatedly flying
down to the ground to catch small invertebrates.
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Back at the lake a White-bellied Sea Eagle flew over and a Greenshank was walking the
edge. A Blue-tailed Bee-eater hawked for flies from a favourite perch, repeatedly landing
back in the same spot – the perfect birdwatcher’s bird! Competing for our attention was a
Sri Lanka Green Pigeon sitting up in a nearby tree and some Scaly-breasted Munias,
which flew into another adjacent tree.
It was time for breakfast after which we re-convened by our rooms and walked some other
parts of the garden. An Oriental Honey Buzzard flew over us and we were able to see the
small ‘cuckoo’ head and full tail with the central band. Nearby, the cheery calls of Whitebrowed Bulbuls could be heard, and we located the birds from the end of the boardwalk
section. Watching from here was very productive and in a short time we had found Indian
Pitta, White-rumped Sharma, a white morph Asian Paradise Flycatcher and some Dark
Fronted Babblers.
We went down the steps across the lawned areas and a
Blue Mormon (Sri Lanka’s second largest butterfly) jinked
past, never providing even the slightest chance of a
photograph. We also stopped for a Purple-rumped
Sunbird which was feeding on Hibiscus flowers, a very
photogenic setting, whilst a Land Monitor scuttled near
our feet.
As we moved into taller and more dense trees a pair of Jerdon’s leafbirds appeared along
with a pair of rufous-morph Asian Paradise Flycatchers, both of which gave us fantastic
views as they danced around the trees and landed on rocks and branches. Other birds in
the vicinity included Sri Lanka Woodshrike, Pale Bellied Drongo and White-rumped Munias
whose nest was raided firstly by Yellow-billed Babblers which took nesting material and
then by a Palm Squirrel whose intentions were far more sinister, ending up taking and
eating at least four eggs.
All of a sudden there was an audible ‘whoosh’ as a Brahminy Kite swopped in to try and
catch something. Shortly after a Shikra was spotted and landed in a position to allow us to
scope it.
To allow time for last-minute organisation of bags we headed back to rooms and then over
for a delicious lunch before setting off to our next destination. Our journey took us past the
Golden Temple of Dambulla so we called off briefly to look up at the imposing, if not,
somewhat kitschy, Golden Buddha statue. Our first Painted Stork flew over in the distance.
We continued our journey, which took us up in altitude,
stopping for a Shikra sitting in a Jackfruit tree, spotted by
our driver Nuwan. This was a difficult bird – an immature
which was not showing the tail patterning clearly and it
had a rather prominent gular (throat) stripe. Our journey
then took us through Matale where we paused to
photograph the ornate Hindu temple and stopped for a
natural break and to stock up on snacks – in particular
the very popular Lemon Puffs!
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The rest of the journey was uneventful, at least for us sitting in awe as Nuwan negotiated
the bus up increasingly steep and narrow roads, past the maternity hospital, tea
plantations, an old tea factory and finally to our hotel, Hunas Falls, beautifully positioned
overlooking a vast valley below. As we arrived, a White-browed Fantail was flitting around
by the entrance, where we later found its nest, and we also spotted a Yellow-fronted
Barbet, one of the two Sri Lankan endemic barbets.
Once we had checked in and bags had been delivered we
gathered on the terrace for tea/coffee. It was still warm but the
sun was beginning to go behind distant clouds. From our
elevated position we spotted Hill Swallows swinging around the
hotel and Alexandrine Parakeets which landed in distant trees.
Meanwhile a Cinereous Tit (recently split from Great Tit) was
calling in the bushes.
To finish the day, we took a walk around the lake which was
rather quiet but it was nice to stretch the legs and get a feel for
the beautiful grounds.

Day 5:

Wednesday, 14th February

We woke to beautiful clear skies so before breakfast we took another walk around the
lake. A Grey Wagtail was on the rocks below the small dam and in the background the
resonant call of a Yellow-fronted Barbet could be heard. As we walked around the lake we
heard calls of Sri Lanka Scimitar Babbler and Long-billed Leaf-warbler but birds were not
showing themselves. The relatively dry conditions were good for keeping leeches at bay
though seemingly had also resulted in a dearth of birds.
Anticipating more bird life elsewhwere we walked along the road where we found a Whitebrowed Fantail flitting around. Sri Lanka Hill Mynas were calling from tops of trees and we
had good views of these odd-looking birds with their bright yellow decorative wattles.
Endemic Layard’s Parakeets were calling and we managed to find a bird sitting and
showing its greyish head.
High in the trees, splashes of colour were provided by both Small and Scarlet Minivets and
a White-throated Kingfisher was making its repetitive high-pitched calls from an exposed
branch. A large dark raptor flew past showing a decent length tail and scanning the distant
hills a pair of Black Eagles were located, circling. Their ‘broad-handed’ shape is very
characteristic. From the helipad we had further views of them and in a nearer tree we
found a Yellow-fronted Barbet and Sri Lanka Hanging Parrot – both endemic species to Sri
Lanka. Behind us, though not visible, a Common Hawk
Cuckoo was calling.
After breakfast we convened again on the terrace where
we watched both Purple and Purple-rumped Sunbirds
busily exploring the flowering bushes while both Whitethroated and Common Kingfishers were equally intent on
the contents of the lake which was well-stocked with fish,
many far too large for either bird. Interestingly, some of
the fish had created circular ‘nests’ on the lake floor.
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We walked to the viewpoint over the valley below where a pair of Shaheen Falcons ( F.p.
peregrinator - a race of Peregrine) were circling in the distance, over a craggy area. They
were showing pale chestnut undersides, unlike Peregrines elsewhere in the world. Nearer
to us a White-bellied Sea Eagle flew in to a tree but quickly out again before attempting to
fish in the lake.
In the trees opposite a small group of Yellow-browed
Bulbuls were working their way through and as we
walked down to the lake a small snake was found down
by the boat launch along with an impressive-looking
spider, which was lurking with all feet on the water.
We did a circuit of the lake again and in the absence of
much bird activity found ourselves focusing on
invertebrates and reptiles including an Indigo Dropwing –
a kind of darter dragonfly. Hanging up in its web there was also an Oriental Spiny Orbweaver, which we put in the telescope to view the detail of its strange spiny abdomen.
Our attention was then deflected to a Crested Serpent Eagle which flew into a lakeside
tree and then down to another tree below the dam. It was a perfect photo opportunity.
Meanwhile, a White-bellied Sea Eagle swept down again and had a go at a large fish but
failed to catch, unlike a pair of Common Kingfishers where a male fed the female – it was
Valentine’s Day after all.
The kingfishers seemed unaware of the approach of a Rat Snake which was gliding
through the water, only its head emerging. It then slithered onto a rock on the same small
island where the kingfishers were and remained stationary so we were able to see all the
detail of the head, its large eye showing well.
Continuing around the lake we paused for a Great Eggfly butterfly on a leaf. We headed
back to the viewpoint and then along by the side of the golf course where we found Sri
Lanka Hanging Parrots. By the entrance gate both endemic barbets were present and the
Crimson-fronted was excavating a nest hole – a behavioural feature linking barbets to
woodpeckers.
We walked down the road a short way and found a Forest Wagtail which flew over into the
herb garden. After a short search we found it again along with a
Brown-breasted Flycatcher which is easily confused with Asian
Brown Flycatcher but distinguished by its orange lower
mandible.
It was time for lunch after which we took a break then met again
at 3.30 p.m. We walked to the helipad and scanned, finding
three Black Eagles in the air, one bird doing an impressive
undulating display flight. Continuing down the road we had
further good views of Yellow-fronted Barbet, Brown-breasted
Flycatcher and Loten’s Sunbird. Further along a Pale-billed
Flowerpecker was spotted and a tiny Brown-capped Pygmy
Woodpecker. Behind, four Black Eagles were now circling.
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The sky had been looking more and more ominous and, as predicted, rain arrived and we
took shelter under some big trees. It was, however, short-lived and soon we were back out
again looking at Lesser Hill Mynas and a Velvet-fronted Nuthatch which was working up
and down branches but never in good enough light to appreciate the amazing colours of
this bird.
Far in the distance a scan produced some Alpine Swifts, a regular winter migrant to Sri
Lanka. As we walked back up the track a local woman and some children came to see us.
Slightly surprisingly she spoke very good English and we had a nice chat with her. It once
again reminded us of the natural charm which exudes from the Sri Lankan people.

Day 6:

Thursday, 15th February

As we walked down from our pre-breakfast meeting point on the terrace a Sri Lanka Wood
Pigeon flew past but too quickly for us to see much detail. The sky was grey and a Whitethroated Kingfisher provided a splash of colour. We made our way around the golf course
and to the herb garden, spotting a circling Black Eagle on the way. It seemed rather quiet
in the garden but an Emerald Dove was sitting, inconspicuously, on a low branch and
enabled a great view in the telescope.
We headed back around to breakfast through the service entrance and with bags ready at
8.15am, we were on the road at 8.30, saying goodbye to the very friendly and helpful staff.
As we descended down the road we noted Fish-tail Palm trees and passing the partderelict tea factory a Grey-headed Fish Eagle landed in a tree. Further along the road a
Crested Serpent Eagle was seen on top of a palm.
Our journey to Kandy was along more manageable roads and we crossed the Mahaweli
River, the longest in Sri Lanka. Thushara took the
opportunity to inform us of the very complex history,
dating back to the 3rd century AD in India. According to
legend, when the Buddha died in 543 BC his tooth was
retrieved from the funeral pyre and over the years the
belief grew that whoever possessed the tooth had divine
right to rule that land. It was smuggled to Sri Lanka
hidden in the hair of a princess and finally enshrined in
Kandy in the 16th century.
We arrived at the Temple of the Tooth and the bus
dropped us off. We walked through the gardens and
along the way Thushara educated us further on the
background. Arriving at the temple itself some of the
group went into the temple, taking Lotus and Jasmine
flowers as offerings, while others had a stroll around.
There were a few birds including Jerdon’s Leafbird, Small
Minivet and Cinereous Tit. Inside the temple itself, House
Sparrows joined the throng of people snaking through the
complex.
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Whilst waiting for the bus opposite the colonial-style Queen’s Hotel we admired the large
pods of a tree later identified as a sterculia, a genus of flowering plants in the mallow
family, colloquially known as tropical chestnuts. The bus soon arrived and we made our
way out of Kandy, stopping briefly for a natural break and a stock-up of provisions –
importantly the very popular lemon puffs. Passing the Botanical Gardens we noted a line
of beautiful Pride of Burma trees with very ornate dangling flowers. The university grounds
were next with extensive lawned areas and large spreading trees including Ironwood,
Jacaranda and one enormous Weeping Fig tree. Further along, roadside stalls were
selling durian, a large fruit similar to Jackfruit.
Our journey took us increasingly higher into an area dominated
by tea plantations and we stopped for lunch at a restaurant
overlooking the Ramboda waterfall and an impressive backdrop
of hills. It was a buffet meal so didn’t take too long. The only
birds of any significance which were sighted were two Accipiters
(Shikras or Besras) in the far distance.
We then moved on to a tea factory for a visit where we were
guided around and the processes of production from leaf to
finished tea were explained. Naturally, this was followed by a
complimentary cup of broken orange pekoe tea, traditionally
taken without milk, and for some, chocolate cake.
As we headed higher and higher the weather broke and the rain was forming steam on the
hot roads and we arrived at Nuwara Eliya at 4pm, the rain looking rather set in. Having
spent much of the day travelling we felt it was time for a walk and despite the weather we
decided to go to Victoria Park after some refreshments. It was therefore great to see that
the rain had stopped and everything was brightening up. The journey to the park was a
very short one and we noted the old Post Office, one of several colonial-style buildings in
the town.
Victoria Park is a rather busy but quite extensive town park with lots of habitat including
large trees and a sluggish stream which runs through the middle. There are also less
manicured shady areas good for the more skulking species. After looking at Pond Herons
and Oriental Magpie Robins a Brown-breasted Flycatcher appeared on a pile of brush
near the river, followed almost immediately by a female Kashmir Flycatcher, the white
outer tail feathers helping to distinguish it.
Other birds encountered were both Common and Green Sandpipers and the endemic
Yellow-eared Bulbul. Meanwhile Thushara was searching the trees and located a Pied
Thrush which fortunately stayed in the same position enabling everyone to have a good
view through the scope before we headed back to the hotel for dinner.

Day 7:

Friday, 16th February

We had a reasonably early (6.30 a.m.) breakfast and then were met by three minivans for
a visit to Horton Plains National Park, some 30 km from Nuwara Eliya. The journey took us
along winding roads where we stopped for two Sri Lanka Wood Pigeons which were
feeding very close to the road.
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As the country opened up we stopped by a spot where a Pied Bushchat was sitting up on
a wire and there seemed to be a lot of bird activity so we disembarked to have a scan.
Watching over an electric fence we found Pintail Snipe, Green Sandpiper, White-breasted
Waterhen and Ashy Prinia. A Himalayan Buzzard (a race of Common Buzzard) flew past
and was located at a later point sitting in a tree. We managed to get the scope on the bird
and had good views.
As we ascended we past a highland milk factory and then into the mist to the entrance of
Horton Plains where visibility was very limited. At first things didn’t seem too optimistic but
there was an increasing brightness and as we drove in the sun began to show. We
stopped initially at a forest walk, Thotupala Kanda, which was very quiet for birds except
for Sri Lanka White-eyes.
We returned to the road and worked our way downhill,
checking the forested areas where a Crimson-backed
Goldenback arrived on a dead tree. It posed just long
enough for everyone to see and then was away. Much
more obliging were Yellow-eared Bulbuls which provided
great views. We reached the roadside pool where we
found a very obliging pair of Dull-blue Flycatchers and
we all agreed that the name was completely
inappropriate.
Continuing our walk, a small gathering of Dark-fronted
Babblers were moving through the roadside vegetation,
never posing for quite long enough. We reached an open
area dominated by dwarf bamboo cutting through the
grassy plain with patches of (introduced) bracken and
gorse, quite unlike any habitat we had encountered in Sri
Lanka and more like a hilly area of Britain. A female
Sambar, looking not unlike a Red Deer was standing on
the horizon. Nearby we found a Richard’s Pipit sitting up on a sign and then we caught up
with the vehicles and drove to the picnic area/visitor centre. It was time for lunch during
which an Oriental Honey-buzzard passed overhead and Indian Blackbirds arrived in the
bushes nearby.
It was our intention to walk the trail towards World’s End but our attempt to pass the
‘barrier’ was thwarted by an announcement that no flashes were permitted on cameras.
The illogicality of this decree was made worse by the differentiation between external and
built-in flash units, implying that there was some kind of ‘limit of flashness’ which would be
acceptable. The reason for this rule was not explained and neither was there any
allowance for the possibility that flashes could be turned off. As the time was marching on
anyway, we decided it was not worth getting into a debate with people who were simply
carrying out orders, so we headed back, stopping off again at the roadside pool. A Black
Eagle, which we had spotted circling low over the trees, drifted our way and came right
overhead providing close views.
We walked back up the road to the trail, spotting Dark-fronted Babblers, Green Warbler
and a Dusky Squirrel on the way. At the trail we stopped and watched by the road. The
sharp call of a Sri Lanka Bush Warbler could be heard and we followed the twitching
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vegetation until the bird showed. This endemic is one of the more difficult species as a
result of its skulking nature, typical of the Bradyptera genus.
The mist was coming and going again as we exited the National Park and we considered
ourselves lucky that it had held off most of the day. As we descended, Purple-faced Leafmonkeys were spotted up in trees by the roadside.
We arrived back at St Andrews Hotel and had a cuppa before
heading back to Victoria Park. Time was limited so we walked
straight through the middle, checking the stream. The park was full
of school children and hardly the most peaceful spot, but birds
seemed rather immune to the disturbance and we found a Forest
Wagtail quietly walking through the leaf litter. At the end of the
stream we checked an area where there were piles of brush and
leaves. Here we found a very confiding Indian Pitta which remained
in the open while an equally viewable Blyth’s Reed Warbler was
hopping around in the brush further back.
Our final destination for the day was a roadside stop where Sri
Lanka Whistling Thrushes regularly appear. As we arrived one was
singing its very high-pitched insect-like song. However we were competing with running
water and dark, dense vegetation which made it difficult to locate and after much trying we
eventually admitted defeat.

Day 8:

Saturday, 17th February

With a journey ahead we opted for an earlier breakfast. The skies were clear and we drove
out into bright sunshine, travelling alongside the glassy Gregory’s Lake. The first stop was
at the Seetha Amman Temple on the main road and then we paused again by the
roadside to admire the layered horizons below, silhouetted in the morning mist. We also
passed the botanical gardens, originally developed to grow cinchona trees from which
quinine was extracted to treat malaria.
Our next destination was the Surrey Bird Sanctuary, a
private patch of very mature forest, and somehow Nuwan
managed to manoeuvre the bus down to the parking lot.
We spent a while scanning the trees near the entrance
where we had good views of Sri Lanka Scimitar Babbler
and Sri Lanka Grey Hornbills.
Our route took us down some rather steep steps where
building work was going on and we walked along a narrow trail where we stopped and
scanned the forest again as Thushara explored the slope above us. As we watched,
several birds were spotted including a Lesser Goldenback, Black-naped Monarch and a
Velvet-fronted Nuthatch. The search of the slope above was to hopefully find a Brown
Wood Owl which regularly roosts there but despite best efforts the bird was not showing.
Back on the bus lemon and chocolate puffs provided some compensation and we headed
on towards Ella, spotting Crested Serpent Eagles circling over Little Adam’s Peak. Passing
through fields where rice was being harvested we paused to watch the process, at the
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same time finding an Indian Roller on a telegraph pole. Cattle Egrets were taking full
advantage of the activities of the rice harvesting.
Soon the roads were straightening out and we turned off towards Udawalawe, arriving just
after 1.00 p.m. at a roadside restaurant which produced a simple buffet lunch. The
temperature was noticeably higher than it had been up in the hills and as soon as we had
finished we were met by three jeeps which took us to the entrance to the National Park.
Just by the gates, as tickets were sorted we spotted Plum-headed Parakeets on a dead
tree in the distance. We headed into the park in convoy and it was not long before we were
stopping for birds such as Crested Hawk Eagle, Jungle, Plain and Ashy Prinias and Indian
Robins which seemed to be everywhere.
Our first Asian Elephants apprered next and one was very close
to the road, totally engrossed in scraping up grass with its huge
foot. Further along we found Green Bee-eaters by the roadside
and Green Sandpiper on the edge of a waterhole in which buffalo
were wallowing. Birds were seemingly everywhere and soon we
had added Black-shouldered Kite, which hovered in typical style,
Blythe’s Reed Warbler and Yellow-crowned Woodpecker making
a nest hole. Yellow-eyed Babblers also showed, their strident
song could be heard as they sat up on exposed branches.
A pair of Ioras arrived in a small tree and initially we were watching a female. Deciding
between Common and Marshall’s Iora was tricky as the bird provided glimpses. However,
in the end we realised that there were both species, the amount of white being greater on
Marshall’s.
Udawalawe is a top place for Crested Hawk Eagles and we saw
several, in various plumages, in some cases flaunting some
quite extensive crests which were readily visible at great
distance. All too soon it was time to depart and as we made our
way out of the main gate a Green Imperial Pigeon was sitting on
a wire.
The journey to Cinnamon Wild was straightforward but inevitably
took time, especially the last section where speed bumps have
been installed on the main road. Even more torturous was the
unsurfaced and pot-holed final section to the hotel, which Nuwan
had to take very slowly. In the light Cinnamon Wild Grounds can
be a little confusing but as it was already getting dark and with slightly ambiguous
signposting this didn’t help but soon we were all settled in to our extremely comfortable
cabins in the bush then enjoying the extensive buffet.

Day 9:

Sunday, 18th February

We were greeted by beautiful clear skies as we gathered by the lake at the hotel – the
perfect spot to begin the day. Soon we were locating lots of birds, particularly waders,
many of which were new to the trip. Eurasian Spoonbills, Painted Stork and Lesser
Whistling Ducks were not easy to miss and were keeping a respectful distance from very
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large Marsh Crocodiles (also known as the mugger), which were hauled out on rocks.
Around the edges we also found Redshank, Marsh Sandpiper, Lesser Sand Plover, Little
Stint and hiding in the wet grass was a Pintail Snipe.
Following the fabulous breakfast buffet we were met by three jeeps, the lead driver Pima
having been with us on previous trips. We organised ourselves to travel in convoy, with
radio contact in the first and last vehicles thereby maximising the chances of everyone
seeing any particular sighting.
Our strategy of deliberately not following the masses
queuing to enter Yala at first light gave us a reasonably
relaxed 8.15 a.m. start to the day and, as we were to
discover, an ability to almost completely avoid the manic
leopard-chasing convoys. As we gathered by the lake
again a Yellow Wagtail (race M.f.thumbergi) was
exploring the edges.
Instead we took our time, allowing stops for a long row of Barn Swallows on a wire, no
doubt getting ready for the long springtime journey north and a Crested Treeswift. We
resisted the temptation to stop at all the roadside pools on the way to the ticket office,
knowing that we would be returning along the same road and that the light would be better
later in the day.
Once in the park we stopped at the first, particularly good pool and found Asian Openbill,
Black-tailed Godwit, Lesser Whistling Ducks and Spoonbills. All three egret species, Little,
Intermediate and Great were together providing a nice comparison along with Marsh
Sandpiper and Greenshank which can also look similar, while in the background a Water
Monitor was loafing around. Walking further from the water on the grassy areas were
Pacific Golden Plover and the relatively lanky Greater Sand Plover.
Another rocky pool further along the road produced sightings of a beautifully marked Small
Minivet and a Blue-tailed Bee-eater which caught a large insect and bludgeoned it against
a branch. A Little Ringed Plover showed its very bright yellow orbital ring. Both Spotted
Deer (Chital) and Wild Boar were grazing in the background.
Malabar Pied Hornbills, Greater Coucal and Ruddy
Mongoose were seen further along the road before we
stopped at a very tranquil pool with mud-wallowing
Water Buffalo chewing the cud while Wood Sandpipers
were a little less tranquil, squaring up to each other as if
there wasn’t enough pool edge for everyone. Apparently
unimpressed by this behaviour were Woolly-necked
Stork and a Black-headed Ibis sitting on top of a dead
tree.
Because of the new rule in Yala that jeeps must turn engines off between midday and 2.00
p.m. we exited the park and made a roadside stop to scan a pool where Caspian, Lesser
Crested and Gull-billed Terns were sitting on the muddy shoreline. A group of Spoonbills
were also roosting while Spot-billed Pelicans sailed around on the water.
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We headed back to Cinnamon Wild to be greeted by tame Green Bee-eaters as we
disembarked the jeeps. After lunch we took a break, reconvening at 4.00p.m. to visit the
nearby salt pans. After getting in, which seemed to require some negotiation, we parked
by one of the pans where there were hundreds of waders – Little Stints and Curlews
making up a large percentage but also some Kentish Plovers, Black-winged Stilts and a
few Ruff.
We exited the salt pans and continued along the road which runs
parallel to the lagoon and we found a good place to stop where
there was a large gathering of Spoonbills along with Indian
Cormorant and lots of Garganey. Scanning along the shoreline
we found Greater Thick-knee, Golden and Grey Plover and a
pair of Silverbills landed nearby. The Common Redshanks once
again looked extraordinarily long-legged and pale in plumage but
could not be turned into Spotted Redshanks.
It was time to return and an Elephant was spotted just as we
turned towards our hotel, one of the reasons why staff have to
escort guests around the grounds once darkness descends. At
dinner we once again enjoyed the varied buffet, this time including cakes as a double
birthday celebration for Paul and Linda.

Day 10:

Monday, 19th February

Meeting by the lake before breakfast we noted the usual gathering of species and a pair of
Little Terns which flew over us. Of additional interest were Little Ringed Plovers displaying
and a Grey Heron sitting on the back of a Buffalo.
After breakfast we made our way to Yala again, this time for the whole day. En route we
stopped for a Green Imperial Pigeon which was showing well on a wire, a male Asian Koel
displaying its ruby-red eyes and a Brahminy Starling. Continuing along the road to the
reserve we paused again for a pair of Pied Kingfishers where the road crossed a water
channel. A pale morph Booted Eagle, a raptor species with an extraordinary range, sailed
behind us.
We stopped at the ticket office, giving time for a quick shopping opportunity and a stroll
around, finding Spotted Deer and Langur Monkey at the small waterhole. A White-browed
Fantail was singing from the trees at the back of the
buildings.
We continued into the park and turned down to a lagoon
by the sea which was full of birds including large
numbers of Spot-billed Pelicans, Painted Storks and
Great Egrets in breeding plumage, all watched by a
gaping Marsh Crocodile. A Crested Hawk Eagle landed
behind us, providing good close-up views.
Our watch had been virtually on our own, reflecting the relative interest the average visitor
has for birds. This contrasted with the noisy traffic-jam we were about to encounter, due,
apparently, to a Sloth Bear which had crossed the road. The revving, shunting jeeps full of
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tourists with no binoculars presented a scene as far-removed from wildlife watching as
could be imagined and we had little difficulty moving on.
It was not long after that one of our vehicles stalled by a junction and showed no sign of
starting. After some effort by our drivers it was clear that it was not going to happen.
Fortunately, with three jeeps we had enough space to temporarily offload those from the
afflicted jeep into the other two and soon we were on our
way again.
Driving through some more mature woodland we paused,
and a Brown Fish Owl was pointed out by our lead driver.
This was clearly a regular spot for the bird as we noticed
various vehicles stopping to look. A Crested Serpent
Eagle also took up a roadside perch, unperturbed by our
presence.
The new rules for Yala which prohibit vehicles operating between midday and 2.00 p.m.
meant we had to continue to our intended picnic spot which was a delightful riverside site
complete with a place to sit and even toilets. It seemed surprising that we were the only
visitors making use of this. However, the reason was soon apparent, the otherwise idyllic
place being the focus of attention for a substantial number of Toque Macaques. It was also
obvious that their intentions were to share our picnic.
We congregated at the designated picnic site and within seconds the attacks began, the
fearless monkeys entering the jeeps, doing mock charges and like lightening managing to
get hold of a packet when the owner took his eye off it for a split second. It was almost
impossible to thwart their attacks as they had clearly developed a sophisticated distraction
strategy, drawing our attention to one while the other moved in.
To enable us to have our lunch the monkeys were kept mostly at bay with the use of
threatening sticks and, pleasingly effectively, the use of the laser pointer, the beam
harmlessly aimed at the ground or on the branches, but obviously the subject of
considerable fear on the part of the monkeys.
With our lunch finished the marauding monkeys lost interest and retreated and we sat by
the river, using the enforced down-time to our
advantage. Here we saw Common Kingfisher catching
crayfish and both White-tailed Sea Eagle and Greyheaded Fish Eagle perched down stream. A Lesser
Adjutant was quietly feeding along the edge, in the
shadow of the riverbank. It was a peaceful scene,
broken only by the resounding yelp of a Sambar, no
doubt in response to a Leopard somewhere. We listened
and watched, hoping that the cat might come to drink but
it all went silent.
It was time to move on and just as we were back in the vehicles an Elephant seemingly
appeared out of nowhere on the bank we had just vacated. Perhaps it had waited to cross
the river whilst we were there but it certainly showed no fear, continuing its walk towards
and past us, before disappearing into the bush.
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The return journey took us back towards the main track. We stopped at a pool full of Water
Buffalo plus Redshank, Marsh and Wood Sandpipers, and, less easy to see, Ashy-headed
Sparrowlarks. We turned off the main track and spotted a ‘ringtail’ Pallid Harrier flying low
past us. A little later, an Oriental Skylark was singing and came to land enabling good
views alongside more Ashy-headed Sparrowlarks which were apparently enjoying
perching up on piles of cattle dung.
Our next stop was a beautiful lake covered in Lotus
Flowers and Water Hyacinth with a view of Elephant
Rock in the background. Grey-headed Fish Eagle,
Lesser Whistling Duck, Pheasant-tailed Jacana and
Spot-billed Pelicans were the main sightings, plus two
Elephants in the background.
Our journey along the main
track passed the broken-down vehicle which sprang back to life
following some wire-tweaking, watched over by park police who
seemed unconcerned. The original driver, having been driven
back into the park in a spare vehicle for us, then drove it away.
With time pressing on we headed, with the inevitable convoys,
along the main track, arriving at an area of congestion where a
Sloth Bear was feeding, rather incongruously, up in a roadside
tree, demonstrating its climbing and balancing skills as well as its
complete indifference to the onlookers. Despite the numbers of
vehicles, it was still very interesting to see this odd animal which
gave us great views as it lifted its elongated snout to peer
around before burying it back in the foliage.

Day 11:

Tuesday, 20th February

A pre-breakfast stroll around the lake produced many of the now familiar species including
spoonbills, waders and Marsh Crocodiles warming themselves in the morning sun. The
rich song of a Common Iora could be heard and looking over a dry grassy area we found
Pacific Golden Plover and Ashy-crowned Sparrowlarks.
After breakfast it was time to say goodbye to Cinnamon Wild and we were soon on our
way, Thushara giving us a helpful re-cap of our journey so far plus a local song about
taking ‘merits’ with you into the next life – a central theme of the Buddhist faith. Thushara
demonstrated his fine voice at the same time.
As we passed the large lagoon a Western Reef Egret was spotted on the edge of the
water, so we stopped to have a look, checking all the other wildfowl at the same time.
Further along our driver spotted a Blue-faced Malkoha. We passed through verdant
paddyfield country and turned off briefly to check a hotel garden where Indian Scops Owls
had roosted for many years. Unfortunately, despite a careful search we were not in luck
but it made a useful stop for a comfort break.
Resuming the journey, the next stop was for a 2 nd century BC temple with a stupa which
had been renovated several times, surrounded by a decorative row of guardian elephant
sculptures around the base.
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We continued along the road, Thushara pointing out stalls which sold buffalo curd – a
speciality of the Tissa area. On reaching the entrance road to Bundala National Park we
parked up and walked along the road which was bordered on either side by marshy
country. It was no time before we were looking at a Yellow Bittern, which is a more
skulking species than the superficially similar and much more numerous Indian Pond
Heron. Other birds included Purple Swamphens, Asian Openbills and, further along, a
Clamorous Reed Warbler which was singing from the top of the rushes. A channel running
under the road had an Estuarine Crocodile basking on the edge, showing a more
triangular face and snout than the mugger.
With a journey ahead of us we boarded the coach again and before long we were on a
very broad motorway-style road which had been the initiative of a previous president, keen
to develop the southern part of the island with a huge infrastructure programme including a
new seaport, airport and cricket ground. Thushara also pointed out the large conference
centre. Sadly, the nearby town of Hambantona was all but destroyed by the 2004 Boxing
Day tsunami. Reaching the coast, we continued along, passing through fishing villages
where dried fish was being sold at stalls and we stopped at a small restaurant overlooking
the sea for a natural break. Thushara also pointed out that we were passing the most
southerly point in Sri Lanka.
We reached the outskirts and the large city of Matala and worked our way through, noting
that many of the buildings were new, this whole area having been badly hit by the tsunami.
We finally arrived at our hotel, the sinuous track to the front defeating Nuwan, despite his
incredible efforts, so we walked the last 100 meters and went straight to lunch where a
buffet awaited.
After lunch we checked in and whilst some decided to
have a relaxed afternoon, others went on the optional
tour of Galle. Built by the Dutch in 1663 and now listed
as a World Heritage site, we walked through the fortified
walls and into what seemed like another country. When
the British took over the country in
1793, the fort was preserved and
used as an administrative centre for
the area. Thushara conducted a very
informative guided tour, starting at
the Dutch United Reformed Church followed by the Anglican Church.
We also had a look inside the Galle Fort Hotel, once a private Dutch
mansion, now restored as a luxury boutique hotel.
Walking the ramparts at sunset is a popular tourist activity and we
walked along towards the lighthouse, Thushara providing us with some
very welcome ice creams. Pausing at the National Maritime Museum,
we then made our way back out of the town. A group of college
students added to the relaxed feel of the fort, engrossed in a game of
cricket in front of a marker giving a sober reminder of the unimaginable water level on
Boxing Day 2004.
As we drove back towards Mirissa, the days catch was still being sold from the roadside
fish stalls and the setting sun provided a colourful backdrop to the silhouetted palm trees.
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Day 12:

Wednesday, 21st February

With a packed breakfast we travelled to the nearby office where tickets for the whale
watching trip were sorted before a team of tuc-tucs transported us to Mirissa harbour
where our boat awaited. Mercifully the sea was reasonably calm but once beyond the
shelter of the bay there was a steady up and down motion and we headed into the waves.
We scanned for birds as we travelled and noted Common, Lesser Crested and Little Terns
but the vast majority of the trip was surprisingly birdless. However, we did spot a few flying
fish which popped out of the sea and glided an amazing distance. The journey seemed to
go on a long time and we were into our third hour when there was something drawing the
attention of the crew.
Continuing in the general direction it was soon apparent
that a Blue Whale was in the vicinity and it finally
surfaced, the vast body seemingly never-ending until it
presented its tail fluke. It dived again and we were told
that it might be another twenty minutes before it
emerged. We patiently watched and waited, and our
efforts were once again rewarded as it emerged again,
much to the delight of the onlooking passengers on the
boats. By now the whale was clearly heading on its way and after a couple more
appearances we decided that it would be nicer not to pursue it. The journey back was
equally long, and we seemed to be tracking the coast along for ages before we finally
arrived back at Mirissa where lunch awaited.
We departed after lunch and made good progress along the major highway north, stopping
at a very modern service station for facilities and provisions before turning off to the hills of
Sinharaja.
We arrived at a meeting point where a ‘school bus’ awaited us and whilst our luggage was
transported by another vehicle we made the last half mile in this rather ancient but
perfectly efficient vehicle, arriving at Rainforest Edge in good time.
In contrast to the ‘mod cons’ of previous hotels, the
accommodation at Rainforest Edge is a little more rustic
but full of character and the settling is glorious with a
fabulous view over the valley below. The food was also
excellent as we were to discover that evening.

Day 13:

Thursday, 22nd February

In anticipation of possible demand (breakfasts being heavily curry-orientated) we had
organised a supply of porridge and after a brief training session the staff emerged with a
large saucepan, the porridge perfectly cooked. It was clearly popular judging by the
completely empty bowl afterwards.
This set us up well for the day which was going to be in the Sinharaja Forest Park and
soon we were trundling down to the road, this time in what could only be described as a
delivery vehicle with some seating in it. At the road we were met by our usual coach which
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took us to yet another meeting point where there was a ticket office and three jeeps were
waiting for us. As we waited for the admin to be completed we spotted the first Black
Bulbuls, a numerous species in this area and marvelled over a newly emerged adult
cicada having just completed its final moult.
The jeeps took us up a steep road which had been concreted in places
making them less bone-shaking than the other sections which had to
be taken slowly by our drivers, using all the lowest gears. As we
travelled, our first Sri Lanka Blue Magpie was calling, and we
disembarked. Looking through the trees we had good views of this
striking and unusual bird. We walked up the remaining short distance
to the Education Centre which was the perfect spot to stop and scan
passing striking Bamboo Orchids on the way.
Both Yellow-browed Bulbul and Yellowfronted Barbet were spotted in a fruiting
tree along with a black morph Giant
Squirrel, Pale-billed Flowerpecker and Asian Brown
Flycatcher. Further away a Sri Lanka Drongo was perched in
a tree across the valley, showing its elaborately forked tail. A
Sri Lanka Hill Myna flew across the same valley and landed
in the top of a tree. We were able to see that the bare yellow
parts were not as extensive as the ‘melted cheese’ wattles of
the Lesser Hill Myna.
Shortly after a raptor sailed out from the trees which was a
challenge for identification as it was a new bird for a Wild Insights trip. Photographs helped
confirm that is was a Jerdon’s Baza and it obligingly appeared again, giving us a second
chance to note the rather stubby-winged look and the narrow wing width where they joined
the body.
We walked down the hill and, on the way, saw Black-capped Bulbul along with an even
better view of Sri Lanka Blue Magpie. Tree Nymph butterflies floated around slowly, and
one was provocatively ‘dancing’ above another. Reaching the barrier into the main forest
we picked up our packed lunches, met our two guides from the Forest Reserve and
continued along a wide, level track which was good for scanning the forest on both sides.
An impressive Bronzeback snake slithered down the
bank on one side and further along, endemic Orangebilled Babblers were nest-building. Further down the
bank, providing occasional views, was a Sri Lanka
Scimitar Babbler – another endemic. One of our guides
showed us a leech – a surprisingly scarce animal on this
trip, which reflected the dry conditions.
It was getting hot and we stopped for a rest and ate our picnic lunch in the shade while the
guides went in search of roosting owls and frogmouths. The last part of the walk took us to
the Research Station and we sat in the shade for a while. Thushara soon called us as he
had located a Malabar Trogon. The bird was flitting from one branch to the next but sitting
very still in between, enabling the telescope to be set up on it.
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Across the river we heard another endemic babbler calling – the Ashy-headed Laughingthrush and we followed a small group, which then became part of a larger mixed flock
including Sri Lanka Drongo, Malabar Trogon, Orange-billed Babbler and Red-faced
Malkoha. It was difficult to know where to look as the birds kept coming through and then
the feeding flock was on its way again, as quickly as it came.
Our guides then led us along a route which was
completely off the beaten track with steep slopes and
creepers continuously grabbing or attempting to trip us. It
felt like quite a substantial distance but in reality, was not.
The last section became even more tricky where in
‘Mission Impossible’ style we had to climb through
creepers with minimal disturbance which might displace
a roosting bird. After negotiating a final near-vertical bank
we reached the target spot where a tiny Serendib Scops
Owl was quietly roosting in thick cover. This endemic species was recently discovered
(January 2001) and Sinharaja is one of the strongholds. Without the guides, finding a bird
like this would have been completely impossible and how exactly they located the bird in
the first place was mind-boggling.
Demonstrating yet another feat of field craft we were then guided to another species which
chooses to spend the day hidden in dense foliage and soon, with further assistance, we all
managed to see a great view of a pair of Sri Lanka Frogmouths, the rear bird very
obscured. These curious birds with extra-wide gapes seem like a cross between an owl
and a nightjar and sit motionless during the day.
Our journey back down the track helped us re-live the bumps and troughs but there was a
welcome stop where we got out for another view of Sri Lanka Hill Myna and Emerald
Dove. Our thoughtful driver and his helper Ramesh, then met us in the bus and provided
some very welcome yoghurts.

Day 14:

Friday, 23rd February

We met before breakfast out on the terrace
where a beautiful, atmospheric sight greeted
us – mist hanging in the valley below. As the
sun rose against a clear blue sky four Sri Lanka Grey Hornbills flew into the trees nearby
and moved through the branches in search of fruit. Meanwhile the persistent ‘Coal Tit’ call
of a Loten’s Sunbird could be heard, along with the sharper call of a Green Warbler
against the incongruous background of Beethoven’s Fur Elise, announcing the bread
delivery tuc-tuc.
Layard’s Parakeets flew over us as we walked down the hill from the hotel. A distant
Kapok Tree with its cotton-like fluff from seed pods looked as though it had a large flock of
egrets roosting in it. As we walked along the quiet little road we spotted Sri Lanka Hanging
Parrots and had our best views as one was feeding on a fruiting tree. Green Imperial
Pigeons were sitting high in trees as the morning sun rose. Tea picking by the locals was
already underway.
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Our breakfast once again featured porridge after which we gathered for a group photo on
the terrace. Another walk down the hill produced Black-capped Bulbul, White-browed
Bulbul, Hanging Parrots and a Black-headed Cuckoo-shrike – our first for the tour. Other
species on the productive walk included Crested Serpent Eagle, Common Iora, Sri Lanka
Myna, Lesser Goldenback and Shikra. A pair of coupled dragonflies, later identified as
Spine-tufted Skimmers, clung to verge-side vegetation.
The last part of the morning was spent on the terrace and
our scanning produced plenty of raptor sightings
including Crested Hawk Eagle, Oriental Honey-buzzard,
Crested Serpent Eagle and, new for the tour, a Rufousbellied Eagle. Some of the views were excellent as the
raptors circled above and at eye-level.
After a very nice lunch and with
bags all ready we said our thanks and goodbyes to the excellent
and friendly staff at Rainforest Edge and had the last ride back
down to the main road in the ‘school bus’. Our awaiting bus at
the bottom had been decorated with bunting and balloons by
Nuwan and Ramesh in celebration of Jean’s birthday.
After working our way back through the hills along the minor
roads we soon reached the motorway heading north. It was not
possible to travel without seeing raptors along the way including
Oriental Honey-buzzard, White-bellied Sea Eagle, Brahminy
Kite, Shikra and our first Kestrel. Further along a large group of
Flying Foxes were beating around slowly over the tree tops. When things were a little
quieter Thushara entertained us with his nicely-sung version of ‘Suraangani’ a local Sri
Lankan song. Little did he realise that much practising had been going on by the whole
group who, to his delight, broke into a rousing chorus with him.
This all passed the time until we reached road works which held us up a little. After sitting
for a while in the queue we took a detour along some back roads which helped us escape
the traffic and make progress once again and we arrived in good time at our airport hotel.
The check-in process was straightforward and we had time for a stroll around the gardens
where we spotted a male Koel, Yellow-billed Babblers and an Oriental Honey-buzzard
which had been sitting in the palm trees. Heading towards the lake we also found both
Loten’s and Purple-rumped Sunbirds and Asian Brown Flycatcher. A Purple Heron was
standing at the edge of the water and we also found plenty of Indian Pond Herons and a
White-breasted Waterhen. The small Striated Heron also made an appearance.
It was our last night and after dinner and birthday cake, thanks were expressed to
Thushara our first-class guide and to Perry from Adventure Birding whose meticulous
ground arrangements had resulted in such a seamless tour.

Day 15:

Saturday, 24th February

It was our final morning and we met before breakfast for a wander around the grounds.
The large tree by our meeting point was already hosting Black-headed Oriole and Loten’s
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Sunbird as a Shikra flew over. A Stork-billed Kingfisher also flew by, calling as a Whitebellied Drongo surveyed the grounds from the tennis court fence. On the lake a huge
Water Monitor disappeared under the water near a Yellow Bittern skulking under a bush
with a Pond Heron nearby to compare the two. Striated Herons perched in the mangroves
as the sun rose over the hotel into blue sky, our whole tour having been blessed with good
weather.
Further around the edge of the lake a White-breasted Waterhen
was nest building in a bush. The call of a Lesser Goldenback
drew us towards the service quarters though it didn't show, but
an Oriental Magpie Robin joined the chorus. We continued
round to the front of the hotel by an ornamental pond and a
statue depicting a tale from the Ramayana of a vehicle in the
form of a peacock. A pair of Lesser Hill Mynas was close by
along with a white morph Asian Paradise Flycatcher, which
looked a little out of place on the telephone wire. An Oriental
Honey-buzzard perched again in a palm, flying round to briefly
alight in another before heading off. Brown-headed Barbet
called from a tree top accompanied by Loten's Sunbird.
We returned to rooms for the final pack and once all the bags were ready we boarded our
coach for the final time and took the opportunity to express our thanks to Nuwan, our
fantastic driver and Ramesh who had courteously helped through the whole tour. The
team, along with Thushara had epitomised the delightful nature of the Sri Lankan people.
Our flight home was smooth and we arrived back at a much colder Heathrow airport, tired
but full of great memories of our two-week trip to the ‘Teardrop Island’.

Suraangani, Suraangani
Suraanganikka maalu gennavaa
Maalu maalu maalu
Me den genapu maalu
Suraanganikka maalu gennavaa
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Left to right: Keith Offord, Linda Offord, Ramesh, Roger Newsome, Nuwan, Peter Tyler, Jan Tyler, John Taylor,
Richard Ratcliffe, Liz Newsome, Jean Bingham, Paul Bingham, Eldeg Lukes, Neil Lukes, Jean Bulmer, Peter Clarke,
Thushara

With many thanks to everyone for fine spotting, patience and excellent humour throughout,
making this Wild Insights holiday to Sri Lanka so enjoyable. For many of you who have
already made reservations, we look forward to seeing you on the next tour and for anyone
else who has not yet made their plans we hope you will be able to join us again before too
long.

Keith & Linda Offord

Front cover image: Yellow-eared Bulbul
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